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D I R E C T O R ‘s

S T A T E M E N T

MP2V: “a rare online video format for unusual and disturbing video.”

If you really want to see how deranged maniacs would
act, then by all means, MP2V is the film for you.
Follow two deranged serial killers as they travel
conventional Americana and turn everyone and
everything they encounter into an absolute nightmare.
They follow no predictable pattern – no rhyme, no
reason. See how true serial killers act in their own
environment. Never before has the screen seen a film
quite like this. My aim was to create a disturbing and
compelling masterwork of American terror and it is my
hope that you are as disturbed and uncomfortable
watching it as we were making it!

ROB MEDASKA
DIRECTOR–MP2V

SHORT SYNOPSiS
MP2V - a rare online video format...is specifically designed for
streaming terror. Follow a day-in-the-life of two sociopaths as they
travel through small town America on a road trip of terror. WATCH
THEM as they document and film their heinous acts and create a
psychotic road diary at each and every unnerving turn. MP2V will take
you on a journey unlike any other conventional film. MP2V is a film

about serial killers…made by the killers themselves. You can find them
at MP2V.COM. Go there now and locate more clues to their horrors...if
you can.

LONG SYNOPSiS
MP2V - a rare online video format... is specifically designed for streaming terror.
Follow a day in the life of two sociopaths as they travel through small town
America on a road trip of terror. WATCH THEM as they document and film their
heinous acts and create a psychotic road diary at each and every unnerving
turn. MP2V will take you on a journey unlike any other conventional film. MP2V
is a film about serial killers…made by the killers themselves. You can find
them at MP2V.COM. Go there now and locate more clues to their horrors...if you
can?
MP2V creates a new medium of virtual terror, bridging the gap between
current entertainment and virtual reality. MP2V.COM picks up where the film
leaves off because we believe fact gathering, identifying, and real-time social
collaboration will help create the next genre in feature film. Follow from start
to finish, (or is it?), the trail of two heinous criminals on their trail of human
terror as they encounter all sorts of repulsive situations. You won't know
what’s coming next - because even they don't. Conclude with them as they
reach their destined end.....or is it? Watch MP2V and go to www.MP2V.com the next wave in theatrical terror!

PRODUCTION NOTES
MP2V: Running Time: 82 minutes, Language: English, Genre:
Horror, Terror, Mystery, Format: DVD, Aspect 4:3.
Pre-Production: Public Domain Films started work on the concept for MP2V in
2011 with the intent of doing a horror film different from the rest. Having access
to a desolate cabin in upstate New York was not only the perfect location for
what we had in mind, but it also served as the centerpiece for our inspiration.
After we secured that location, we were able to piece together a gripping story
that only got better the longer we were there. Having both grown up admiring the
horror genre, we knew terror would serve as the foundation for our story.
MP2V is a rare online video format, used to stream content of a most sensitive
nature. We used this format to bring terror into a new realm of possibility. For
example, maybe someone would use this technology to help locate someone
close to them. Using this concept, and giving it a reality-based feel, our story
follows two serial killers as they film and document their demented flight of terror.
Casting was done on location in upstate NY and we used local talent throughout
the entire production. From the very beginning, Director Rob Medaska had a
specific “old school” image in his mind for the general look of the film. Although
shot on HD, the film was given a 16mm, classic horror look of yesteryear in the
editing room. The result was a stunning cinematic display of “old school” story
telling at its finest.
Production: MP2V was shot in two months, starting in Northern New Jersey
and wrapping at a desolate cabin in one of the remotest locations in New York
State – the Adirondacks. A total of fifteen locations were used, including a
thruway rest stop, an amazing cemetery and a small “Americana” upstate town.
The film was shot on three cameras: the Flip HD, GO-Pro HD camera, Panasonic
Pro HDSC. The audio was recorded on a Zoom. Our cameramen for the film
were Anoop Khardhavity and Jules Graciolett. Sound was recorded by Joseph
Sierchio.
Post-Production: MP2V was edited on Adobe CS 5 Production Premium using
Adobe Premiere, Adobe After Effects, and Adobe Photoshop. Plug-ins used
were: Digital Tools; Film Looks, and Neat Video; Noise Reduction which both
played a vital role. The initial cut was done by Rob Medaska, with the final cut
done by both Joseph Sierchio and Michael Stanton. All audio sound effects were
licensed from SoundDogs, while the original music in the film was licensed from
Bill Heffetery. Audio was mixed on ProTools by sound engineer and sound
designer Rich Alvy. Finished DVDs were created by Diskmakers. All poster,
DVD and accompanying artwork was created by Charles Scott.

CAST BIOGRAPHIES
Jules began his career
as a child by watching such classics as The Godfather
and A Streetcar Named Desire. Those films, coupled
with an interest in Second City Comedy and the great
Peter Sellers, led him to places where he would
discover how great performances were made. First, The
Lee Strasberg Theatre Institute and Gotham City Improv, as well as The
Upright Citizens Brigade. He also helped found The Pantheon Theatre in NYC.
Jules has worked with luminaries such as Arthur Penn, Lee Grant, Kathleen
Turner, Austin Pendleton and George Loros. He has appeared in NYC with
“Group Therapy”, a sketch/improv group. He has also performed in numerous
stage plays and winning a NJ Arts and Humanitarian award for his portrayal of a
drug- addicted abused boy in a play performed at treatment centers around the
tri-state area. Film is where his heart is and he can be seen in Red Passport,
Sad Spanish Song and Southie starring Donnie Wahlberg, Amanda Peet and Rose
M cGowan. MP2V begins a new chapter for Jules and is the first film he can
truly call his own. Jules was also the bass player for the defunct alternative
band The Sleeves, who were on the verge of signing a development deal with
Warner Bros. Personally he loves his family, friends, tennis and the Boston
Celtics. His hope for the future is to work on films that are collaborative,
inventive and most importantly, fun.

Jules Graciolett (Narrator):

Rob
began his career as a member of the Improv Comedy group
Take Two, performing around Northern New Jersey. From
this Rob and a few other members formed an
Improv/Sketch comedy group, the Manhattan Improv Company. M IC performed
in different venues around NJ and NYC including: Rascals, The Laugh House,
Don’t Tell M amas, The Duplex, Ed Sullivan Theatre, Comedy Cellar…just to
name a few. Next, Rob moved onto Group Therapy, this mostly sketch comedy
group performed in NYC and gained recognition, briefly being in the stable of
The M orris Agency. “Cable XS” was the next project created and directed by
M r. M edaska. His show featured a collection of sketch comedy pieces mixed
with live animation to create a visually stunning and creatively brand new
medium for comedy. Cable XS went on to win the “Award of Distinction” at the
Videographer’s Awards. The show saw tremendous exposure in NYC, LA and
Northern NJ. The popularity of Cable XS led to international exposure, being
signed and marketed in the United Kingdom with “Sick Sports M emorabilia.”
SSM was a venue derived from Cable XS, in which two characters created by
Rob and his partner were spun off into its own pilot vehicle. Also included in
this, was the development of a feature movie incorporating these characters.
Sick Sports M emorabilia garnered much acclaim in the NYC and LA film
festivals. Other creative credits include working on numerous independent
short and feature films, both in front of, and behind the camera.

Rob Medaska (Him, Dispatcher, Cousin):

Jackie DeNieff is
an actress/comedian/singer. As well as her work in various
films, theater and music, she has done promos for Court TV,
VO work for Time Warner and other many other television
projects. As an improvisational comedian and sketch writer,
she co-founded Take Two and M anhattan Improv Company
performing for many years in the Tri-state area.

Jackie DeNieff (Momma-911 Caller):

Born raised in Bergen
County, New Jersey. Actor, Director, Video Editor and Graphic
Artist. Started show business in various roles with the
independent comedy troupe "Cable XS". Also starred in several
independent short films such as "Huberty's Pubertys" and "2:58".

Charles Scott (Bandana Guy):

Born in Franklin NJ,
raised in Bloomfield, NJ, Thomas began his entertainment
career at an early age. He has been involved in a myriad of
projects in theatre including: Pirates of Penzance, Wizard of
OZ and The M usic M an. His musical career has allowed him to
be involved in the following projects: Red on Black (band
founder), with 4 releases on melodic hardcore records. His
solo career started with Alcid Blade Project in 2010. This is
Thomas’s first feature length endeavor.

Thomas W. Brigman Jr. (Daddy):

A resident of upstate New York,
Corrine was cast on-location. M P2V is her first on-camera role.

Corrine Hall (Daughter):

A resident of upstate New York,
Linda was cast on-location. M P2V is her first on-camera role.

Linda Hall (Mother):

Filmmaker Biographies:
Rob has directed and
produced multiple episodes of the sketch comedy show Cable-XS, as well as
numerous shorts. This is his feature directorial debut

Rob Medaska (Producer, Director, Editor):

Jules Graciolett (Producer):

This is Jules’s film production debut.

Anoop Khardvarity (Camera):

This is Anoop’s film camera debut.

Joe has been involved with television for over a
decade, some of his clients include: CBS, A&E, BET, M LB, TRU-TV, and
Nickelodeon. He is an award winning editor, with numerous years of
experience. Joe also has 2 independent shorts to his credit as Director.

Joseph Sierchio (Sound):

Charles has done graphics for numerous
corporate and educational companies, including Time Warner Cable, and
Fairliegh Dickinson University.

Charles Scott (Writer, Graphics):

Born in Hoboken, New Jersey.
Attended Hudson Catholic High School, Graduated from New Jersey City
University, Director, Producer and Editor. Directed a live nightly TV News show
for Time Warner for 25 years. He has been nominated for local Emmy,
Videographer of the Year - New Jersey Press Award and Cable Ace Awards.

Michael Stanton (Technical Advisor):

Rich Alvy is an audio
professional in the New York area with over 20 years’ experience in all aspects
of sound. Graduating from Full Sail Center for the Recording Arts in 1992, he
was hired by the school as an assistant engineer to work with clients such as
Disney Studios. A year later, he was recruited by Power Station Studios in New
York, currently Avatar Studios. Over the next 6 years, he worked his way up
from production assistant to staff engineer, gaining experience in all genres of
music recording and mixing. In 1999, he left Avatar Studios to become a
freelance engineer and crossed over to post production and working for various
creative agencies, production companies and TV networks as a sound designer
and mixer, which has become the focus of his work for the last 13 years

Rich Alvy (Sound Design and Mixing):

She loves me not

The Cabin

View to a Kill

Dark Secrets

the official trailer...version 3

Live in NYC

Websites:
www.MP2V.com is an integral part of the film. It is used by a
father of one of the victims to help find clues from the public. He
uses Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and email to gather information
from strangers in pursuit of the 2 killers he only knows through
video. How he got the videos, where they were taken, and who is
behind all this, remains a mystery to him. Explore the websites for
clues, enter contests to help gather some of the mysteries, use your
intelligence to help solve one of the greatest mysteries ever created
in the annals of horror entertainment history.
Coming soon: MP3V…..the sequel....and MPV...the prequel, and
MPOV....the web series. Follow on the Trilogy of Horror, and
watch as the killers AND the world…help decided who dies next!

w ww.mp2v.com

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt2426024/
https://twitter.com/mp2v
https://www.facebook.com/sahtnamas.rethaf
http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmlCx LZaBo8ZipdpP QA ZKgQ
mp2v.com@gmail.com
http://indienyc.com/?p=1955
http://movies.broadwayworld.com/article/NewFilmmakers-NY-Continueswith-Short-Film-Program-and-MP2V-26-20130202
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